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Objective: Is the Globalstar communication satelite system efficient. Plus can you determine the satelites
distance be determined by using a satelite phone and laptop computer. Also, will barriers decrease the efficiency
of the system.

Methods: For the first part of determing the distance of the satelite.To do this I will use the Dewsk Delay
number and plug it into the mathimatical equation  given to determine the distance. To see if the satilite system
is efficient I will record how many satelites plus satelite beams are active every minute for the next 30 minutes in
an open and closed area.

Results: The result I gathered show that the globalstar satellite system is efficient. Also that you can determine
the distance of a satelite and the distance of thestaelite doesn’t effect the efficiency.

Conclusion: The globalstar system is efficient. The system has been well thought out and well planned. It
doesnt require additional satilites.
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Is the Globalstar satelite system efficient
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